Scenery and complex objects can be reduced to a combination of shapes, so it is pertinent to examine if the integration of information found occurring around simple contours also occurs across them. Baldwin, Schmidtmann, Kingdom, and Hess (2016) investigated this idea using radial frequency (RF) patterns, distributing information around a single contour or across four contours. However, their use of a restricted number of locations for this information may have influenced their results (see Green, Dickinson, & Badcock, 2017) . The current study revisits their paradigm using random-phase (spatial uncertainty) presentation of RF patterns with 11 observers. Results provide strong evidence for the integration of information around single contours but not across them. These findings are contrary to the lack of integration found by Baldwin et al. (2016) within a single contour, but do provide support for their suggestion that improvement in performance when adding information to separate RF patterns is a function of probability summation. Similar to Green et al. (2017) , it suggests the importance of using randomphase RF patterns when measuring integration.
Introduction
The human visual system decodes the image presented to find appropriately arranged elements that may indicate the presence of an object. This is thought to occur through the combination of local orientation and corners (Dickinson, Cribb, Riddell, & Badcock, 2015; Persike & Meinhardt, 2017) into more complex objects (faces, houses, etc.) and scenes (Van Essen, Anderson, & Felleman, 1992; Vernon, Gouws, Lawrence, Wade, & Morland, 2016) . Spatial integration of adjacent local information can result in better sensitivities than predicted by the increased likelihood of detection that could arise simply from having more numerous local elements and has been used as one type of evidence of global processing. This integration has been shown to occur around both contours Cribb, Badcock, Maybery, & Badcock, 2016; Dickinson, McGinty, Webster, & Badcock, 2012; Hess, Wang, & Dakin, 1999; Loffler, Wilson, & Wilkinson, 2003; Tan, Dickinson, & Badcock, 2013) and textures (Tan, Bowden, Dickinson, & Badcock, 2015) .
Radial frequency (RF) patterns (Wilkinson, Wilson, & Habak, 1998) have previously been used to examine the global processing of shapes. These patterns are circles that have had their radius sinusoidally modulated as a function of polar angle, and they are, therefore, closed contours that can be varied in shape (see Figure 1 ) to mimic the bounding contours of some objects, making them a useful stimulus in the study of shape perception. They are defined by their RF number (number of wavelengths able to fit in 3608) and the number of complete sinusoidal cycles actually present in the pattern. Increasing the amplitude of the modulating sine wave increases the pattern's deformation from circular and, therefore, increases the probability of the observer discriminating the RF pattern from a circle.
One method used for determining the presence of global processing in RF patterns is the comparison of the rate of reduction in observer thresholds, arising from increasing numbers of cycles of modulation of a fixed wavelength on the contour to the rate that would be predicted by probability summation. Probability summation is the increased chance of detection due to an increase in the number of local signals available on the contour, a number that increases as more cycles are Citation: Green, R. J., Dickinson, J. E., & Badcock, D. R. (2018) . Integration of shape information occurs around closed contours but not across them. Journal of Vision, 18(5):6, 1-13, https://doi.org/10.1167/18.5.6. added. However, the way in which probability summation was previously calculated has been called into question and is discussed below.
Complex scenes are made up of collections of objects, which can be further reduced to simple shapes and, in turn, local elements. Researchers have demonstrated the pooling of discrete local elements in a wide range of contexts, including dot pairs (Badcock, Clifford, & Khuu, 2005; Dickinson & Badcock, 2007; Dickinson, Broderick, & Badcock, 2009; Glass, 1969; Glass & Pérez, 1973; Morrone, Burr, & Vaina, 1995) , Gabor patches (Dickinson, Han, Bell, & Badcock, 2010; Holmes & Meese, 2004; Tan et al., 2015) , and both static (Baker & Meese, 2011; Meese, 2010; Meese & Hess, 2007) and moving gratings (McDougall, Dickinson, & Badcock, 2016) . There is also evidence for the visual system's ability to extract group statistics from low-level visual elements (Ariely, 2001; Burr & Ross, 2008) and more complex scenes, such as determining the average emotion, gender, and identity from a crowd of faces (de Fockert & Wolfenstein, 2009; Haberman & Whitney, 2007; Haberman & Whitney, 2009) . Considering this evidence, we might expect information from simple shapes, particularly those with shared parameters, to be pooled together across a surface by the visual system in a process similar to that used with local elements or a crowd of faces. Baldwin, Schmidtmann, Kingdom, and Hess (2016) investigated the integration of information in two contexts. First, when the information was spread around a single contour of an RF pattern (within) and, second, when the same amount of modulation was applied to more than one contour (across). They used four RF4 patterns in a diamond arrangement (quad-RF condition) to examine detection thresholds across RF patterns and compared these results with detection thresholds within a pattern (single-RF condition). In their analysis, they determined there was little difference in the summation across RF patterns compared with within RF patterns, a result consistent with detection of local features rather than global integration of information around contours. Furthermore, they found no evidence to reject probability summation, which is indicative of local feature detection, and therefore, they found no evidence of global processing either within or across the RF4s when assessed using their method. Baldwin et al. (2016) were unable to reject probability summation within RF patterns, a finding that is contrary to the conclusions of previous studies looking at integration of RF4 patterns (Dickinson et al., 2012; Schmidtmann, Kennedy, Orbach, & Loffler, 2012) . These latter studies did argue for the global processing of RF4s with observer thresholds decreasing faster than predicted by probability summation as more modulation cycles were added to a single contour. However, those studies did generate probability summation estimates using high threshold theory (HTT), a method that Baldwin et al. (2016) and Kingdom, Baldwin, and Schmidtmann (2015) argue against. Although it must be noted that there were some differences in methodology between the studies using HTT and Baldwin et al. (2016) that are also quite likely to have influenced the results. Baldwin et al. (2016) used fixed-phase (fixed orientation) stimuli for both the single-RF and quad-RF conditions, meaning the orientation of the pattern was the same between trials. They presented the stimuli in blocked trials (in which the observer would know how many cycles were being presented and in which location the maximum deformation would occur) or interleaved trials (in which, from trial to trial, the number of cycles was unknown and the orientation could be one of four known possibilities). When the stimulus presentation was blocked, Baldwin et al. (2016) found that thresholds were very similar to each other regardless of the numbers of cycles present. This is unsurprising as, with fixed phases, observers would know where deformation would be occurring in the pattern and would only need to monitor one location. Indeed it has been shown by Dickinson et al. (2012) that the presence of a known local cue (e.g., knowing where the deformation is going to occur) can result in stimuli being locally processed (poor integration), and the removal of the observer's certainty in the location of deformation restores this indication of global integration for RF patterns.
The interleaved presentations of both the quad-and single-RF conditions used by Baldwin et al. (2016) served to create spatial uncertainty in the location of deformation; however, this is not analogous to the random-phase (random orientation) presentation of an (2), and RF3(3) (RF3 with one, two, and three cycles of modulation, respectively); bottom, left to right: an RF4, RF6, and RF8. All patterns have an amplitude of 1/(1 þ x 2 ), where x is the RF number and results in a pattern well above threshold levels but shown for clarity.
RF pattern as the deformation could appear only at one of four locations. This meant the observers could monitor those four locations and disregard the remainder of the pattern, a strategy that favors local processing. This could explain why, for the single-RF condition, the integration slope obtained (À0.53) when fitting the improvement in threshold as a function of the number of modulation cycles was less than that found in Dickinson et al. (2012) , who used randomphase RF4 stimuli and obtained an average integration slope of À0.80. The integration slope is the index of the power function that describes the relationship between threshold and number of cycles of modulation. Linear summation with constant noise results in a slope of À1; additive summation by the ideal observer in a twointerval task results in a slope of À0.50 (Tyler & Chen, 2000) . Probability summation varies across observers but is typically between approximately À0.30 and À0.50 for HTT predictions (see appendix A of Baldwin et al., 2016) and between approximately À0.30 and À0.60 (Green, Dickinson, & Badcock, 2017) for signal detection theory (SDT) using random-phase RF patterns (depending on parameters used in the calculation, which is discussed below).
Although Baldwin et al. (2016) found that both the single-RF and quad-RF interleaved conditions produced similar integration slopes, the pattern of results for the two stimuli were different. As the number of modulated cycles increased for the single-RF condition, the thresholds for the blocked and interleaved presentations diverged from one another whereas increased cycles of modulation for the quad-RF condition resulted in the thresholds of the blocked and interleaved presentations converging. This difference in the pattern of results found for the two stimuli may suggest a difference in the way they are being processed by the visual system or perhaps the strategy adopted by the observers (see Green et al., 2017 , for a discussion of the possible strategies adopted by the observers).
Previously, researchers investigating global processing of RF patterns have modeled probability summation estimates using HTT Dickinson et al., 2012; Loffler et al., 2003; Schmidtmann et al., 2012; Tan et al., 2015; Tan et al., 2013) ; however, Baldwin et al. (2016) obtained receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves to demonstrate that detection of RF patterns is better described by SDT than HTT and argued further that probability summation estimates should, therefore, be derived using the methods of SDT. We agree with them that the curved fit of SDT provided a better explanation for their ROC data than HTT and, therefore, also use SDT to generate probability summation estimates for RF patterns; however, HTT estimates are also included as a comparison to SDT to facilitate comparison with earlier studies.
Methods Observers
Two of the authors and nine naïve observers participated in the current study. Participant ED has a divergent squint and used a black opaque occluder (eye patch) to cover his left eye during testing. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity, which was assessed using a LogMAR chart. The research was approved by the University of Western Australia human research ethics committee and conforms to the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants gave informed written consent.
Stimuli
The stimuli were RF patterns (Loffler et al., 2003 ). An RF pattern has its radius modulated by the following formula:
where h is the angle created with the x-axis, R 0 defines the mean radius (18 of visual angle in all conditions), A sets the amplitude of modulation (proportion of mean radius), x refers to the frequency of modulation (number of cycles per 2p radians), and u refers to the phase of the sinusoidal modulation that controls the rotation of the pattern (randomized for each pattern for each trial). A first derivative of a Gaussian (D1) was used to ensure a smooth transition between modulated and unmodulated sectors, replacing the first and last half cycles of the train of modulation as also employed by Loffler et al. (2003) . Therefore, at one cycle, the modulated sector conforms solely to a D1 with a maximum slope and amplitude identical to that which would be produced by a sine wave (Loffler et al., 2003) . The cross section of the luminance profile of the path conformed to a fourth derivative of a Gaussian (D4) with a frequency spectrum peaking at 8 c/deg (Loffler et al., 2003; Wilkinson et al., 1998) , where f peak ¼ ffiffi ffi 2 p /pr (equation 2 from Wilkinson et al., 1998) , resulting in a sigma (r) of 3.376 0 of visual angle.
Apparatus
Stimuli were generated using a PC (Pentium 4, 2.4 GHz; Intel, Santa Clara, CA) and custom software written in MATLAB 7.2.0 (MathWorks, Natick, MA). The observers viewed a CRT Sony Trinitron CPD-G420 monitor (100 Hz refresh rate; Sony Corp, Tokyo, Japan), which presented the stimuli from the frame buffer of a Cambridge Research Systems (CRS) VSG2/ 5 visual stimulus generator (CRS Ltd, Rochester, UK). Screen resolution was 1,024 3 768 pixels, and viewing distance was stabilized at a distance of 58.75 cm using a chin rest, which resulted in each pixel subtending a visual angle of 2
0 . An Optical OP 200-E photometer (head model number 265) and the CRS Desktop software (CRS Ltd, Rochester, UK) were used to linearize the luminance response and to calibrate background luminance to 45 cd/m 2 and maximum luminance to 90 cd/m 2 , resulting in a Weber contrast of one. The minimum luminance was 17.14 cd/m 2 , which resulted in a Michelson contrast of 0.68 for our stimuli. Responses were signaled using the left and right buttons of a mouse. Observers were instructed to fixate on a square (6 0 side length) in the center of the screen where stimuli were presented with the center of the entire stimulus able to vary 66 0 of visual angle in the horizontal and vertical directions. This was done to reduce retinal afterimages to the luminance profile while maintaining the same spatial relationship between the individual RF patterns.
Procedure
A two-interval forced-choice paradigm was used with observers reporting which interval contained patterns most deformed from circular. One interval contained the reference stimulus, which consisted of three spatially separated circles (A ¼ 0 in Equation 1). These circles were centered 38 of visual angle away from the center of the stimulus and had a radius of 18 of visual angle, and their centers were distributed to fixed locations around a circle and separated by an angle of 1208 (see Figure 2) . The other interval contained the test stimulus, using an identical layout to the reference stimulus with one or more RF patterns replacing one or more circles (depending on condition, explained below). The order of presentation was randomly determined for each trial, and both the reference stimulus and the test stimulus (i.e., all three contours) were jittered 66 0 of visual angle in the horizontal and vertical directions between trials; however, there was no movement of the circles relative to each other.
The current study investigated integration within RF patterns, i.e., when deformation is applied to a single contour, and across RF patterns, i.e., when deformation is applied to multiple spatially separate contours. Our methodology is different from Baldwin et al. (2016) , who used RF4s and when testing across patterns used four locations. As described below, we interleaved the within and across presentations of one, two, and three cycles of modulation. At two cycles of modulation, there were six conditions interleaved, requiring 30 min of testing. To adequately interleave four locations using RF4s, an approximate 1-hr block would be required to test two cycles of modulation, which would likely result in significant observer fatigue. Therefore, we chose to use three spatial locations with RF3s as our test stimulus to reduce the number of trials presented in a single block, and these patterns also demonstrate the steepest integration slopes, allowing the greatest chance for global processing across patterns.
Every stimulus was presented for 160 ms with a 300-ms interstimulus interval as used in our previous similar studies employing RF patterns (Bell, Badcock, Wilson, & Wilkinson, 2007; Bell, Dickinson, & Badcock, 2008; Dickinson, Bell, & Badcock, 2013 ). Each condition was tested in three blocks. In the first condition (one cycle), an RF3(1), i.e., an RF3 with one cycle of modulation, was presented at location A, B, or C. There were 150 trials per location (450 total), and on each trial, the contour containing deformation was randomly selected. In the second condition (two cycles), either one RF3(2) would appear at A, B, or C or two RF3(1)s would appear at AB, AC, or BC (see Figure 2) . Again, within a block there were 150 trials per location (900 total), and locations were randomized between trials. In the third condition (three cycles), an RF3(3) would appear at A, B, or C or three RF3(1)s would appear (one at each location, ABC). As with the previous ; letters shown for illustrative purpose only and were not present for testing); middle, a test stimulus with an RF3(1) at locations A and B; and right, another test stimulus with an RF3(2) at location C. Both the right and middle stimuli contain two cycles of modulation; however, they are presented on one and two contours, respectively.
conditions, 150 trials per location (600 total) and locations were randomized between trials. Data was collected using the w method (Kontsevich & Tyler, 1999) , implemented using the Palamedes toolbox (Prins & Kingdom, 2009 , available at http://www. palamedestoolbox.org), which optimized a Quick function (Quick, 1974; see Equation 2 ) with a k value of 0.01. The parameters used in the slope estimation for the W method incorrectly included values less than one. This resulted in a small number of the estimated psychometric slopes having values of less than one and, therefore, required reanalysis of the data using a weighted Quick function (as there was unequal sampling of stimulus intensities). This reanalysis resulted in no psychometric slope values less than one, and for this small number of psychometric functions, visual inspection suggested what R 2 values confirmed: the weighted Quick function provided a more accurate fit of the data (e.g., for observer AP, RF3(1) at location B, the weighted function resulted in R 2 ¼ 0.69 compared with R 2 ¼ 0.36 for the original fit). However, for the vast majority of data, there was no noticeable difference between the threshold and slope values obtained using the w method or the weighted Quick function, and therefore, this did not affect the experimental outcome.
Probability summation estimates were generated using procedures from both HTT and SDT to allow comparisons with earlier studies. Psychometric functions were plotted using a Quick function (Quick, 1974) with the formula
where p is the probability of correct response, A is the amplitude of modulation as a proportion of the radius on an unmodulated circle, a is the amplitude producing the 75% correct response level (the threshold), and b controls the slope of the psychometric function. Under HTT (when probability summation is in operation) the slope of the line indicating the improvement in threshold as more cycles are added is estimated by À1/ b, where b is the average of the slopes of the psychometric functions for all cycles of the RF pattern.
As can be seen in Figure 3 , psychometric function slopes (b) did not decrease with increasing numbers of cycles of modulation contrary to probability summation estimates modeled using SDT (Pelli, 1985) . Following Baldwin et al. (2016) , we estimated probability summation under SDT by calculating d 0 using the routine PAL_SDT_2AFC_PCtoDP from Prins and Kingdom (2009) . These values were used along with stimulus intensity to solve the following equation with respect to g and s:
where d 0 is internal strength of a signal, g is a scaling factor incorporating the reciprocal of the internal noise standard deviation, A is the stimulus intensity, and s is the exponent of the internal transducer (which controls the rate at which the observer is converting increased stimulus intensity to increased proportion of correct responses).
Under SDT, the percentage correct estimated for probability summation is given by (see Kingdom et al., 2015 , for further details)
where Pc is the proportion correct and set at 0.75, t is sample stimulus strength (amplitude); the heights of the noise and signal distributions at t are given by /(t) and /(t À d 0 ), respectively. U(t) and U(t À d 0 ) are the areas under the noise and signal distributions less than t, Q is the number of monitored channels (defined below), M is the number of alternatives in the forced-choice task (two in the current study), and n is the number of stimulus components (discussed below). The fitting of this equation is also implemented in the Palamedes toolbox (for full details, see Prins & Kingdom, 2009 , available at http://www.palamedestoolbox.org). As the stimuli used are random-phase RF patterns, the observer is always uncertain of the location of deformation, and therefore, we assume a fixed attention window (with which the number of channels is greater than the number of local elements; see Kingdom et al., 2015 , for a detailed explanation of fixed attention window paradigms). Results Figure 4 shows the results for the within RF pattern conditions and the across RF patterns conditions (see Appendix A for individual observer plots). A 4 (A, B, C, across) 3 3 (one, two, or three cycles) repeatedmeasures factorial ANOVA was used to examine the effect of condition and number of cycles on detection thresholds. There was a significant main effect of both condition, F(3, 30) ¼ 21.07, p , 0.001, g 2 p ¼ 0.68, and number of cycles, F(2, 20) ¼ 157.31, p , 0.001, g 2 p ¼ 0.94. There was also a significant interaction effect, F(6, 60) ¼ 5.63, p , 0.001, g 2 p ¼ 0.36. Pair-wise comparisons revealed that thresholds for one cycle of modulation were significantly higher than two and three cycles of modulation (ps , 0.05), and two cycles of modulation was significantly higher than three cycles of modulation (p , 0.05), which was irrespective of condition.
Because of the interaction effect, three one-way repeated-measures ANOVAs were performed to examine the effect of condition for each cycle of modulation. There was no significant main effect of condition at one cycle of modulation, F(3, 27) ¼ 0.02, p ¼ 0.99, g 2 p ¼ 0.002. There was a significant main effect of condition at two cycles of modulation, F(3, 30) ¼ 14.73, p , 0.001, g 2 p ¼ 0.60, with pair-wise comparisons revealing the across RF patterns condition had significantly higher thresholds than all three within RF pattern conditions (ps , 0.05). There was no significant difference between the three pattern locations for the within RF pattern conditions (ps . 0.05). At three cycles of modulation, there was also a significant main effect of condition, F(3, 30) ¼ 16.35, p , 0.001, g 2 p ¼ 0.62, the across RF patterns condition had a significantly higher threshold than the three within RF pattern locations (ps , 0.05), and there was no significant difference between the thresholds of the three within RF pattern locations (ps . 0.05). It is clear from the analysis and Figure 4 that the amount of improvement in thresholds for the across RF patterns conditions is less than for the within RF patterns conditions with increasing number of cycles.
To determine whether there is any evidence of global processing, the slopes of the lines joining the thresholds were compared with the probability summation slopes predicted by both HTT and SDT. The HTT probability summation slope estimate was calculated by the simple formula described in the Methods for both within RF patterns and across RF patterns. Probability summation estimates under SDT were calculated for a high and low number of channels (Q). This method was used by Cribb et al. (2016) , with which the number of stimulus components (n) is increased by one with each additional cycle of modulation added, and the number of channels (Q) was three for the ''low'' calculation and 120 for the ''high'' calculation. The number 120 is the number of 18 rotations (out of 3608) an RF3 with three cycles of modulation could make before the pattern was repeated (see Green, Dickinson, & Badcock, in press ). This was chosen as (a) the maximum difference in orientation (the zero-crossing of the sine wave, i.e., the difference between the pattern's tangent and a circle's tangent) is a very local feature that is detected first (Dickinson et al., 2012) in modulation detection tasks; (b) random-phase results in spatial uncertainty with regard to this feature; and (c) therefore, a large number of locations would need to be monitored assuming probability summation. This number is not critical to the current results, however, and is discussed in detail below.
As there are three RF patterns presented simultaneously, the number of channels the observer is required to monitor is obviously three times as great. Therefore, we will be using nine channels for our ''low'' SDT probability summation estimate and 360 channels for our ''high'' SDT probability summation estimate. Kingdom et al. (2015) demonstrated that increasing the number of channels increases observer thresholds and also has the resultant effect of decreasing probability summation slopes. Therefore, increasing the number of channels makes it easier to reject probability summation, and we believe that for three RF patterns in random phase 360 channels is an appropriate estimate. The nine-channel estimate is too conservative as it assumes one channel per cycle, which is only appropriate for fixed-phase patterns (Green et al., 2017 ), but we have included it for comparison as a lower limit.
Analysis of the observer thresholds found no significant difference between thresholds for the within RF pattern conditions (i.e., no difference in thresholds within a single contour at locations A, B, or C) but did find a significant difference in thresholds for the within RF pattern conditions compared with the across RF patterns condition. Therefore, analysis of the observer slopes and their probability summation estimates will be split into within RF patterns and across RF patterns. Figure 5 displays the averaged observer thresholds for each of the four conditions along with the three probability summation estimates used to investigate global processing.
To examine the within RF pattern conditions, a 3 (A, B, C) 3 4 (observer slope, HTT PS, SDT nine channels, SDT 360 channels) repeated-measures factorial ANOVA was used to examine the effect of location and model type on slope estimate. There was no significant main effect of location, F(2, 20) ¼ 2.98, p ¼ 0.08, g A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA was used to examine the effect of model type on slope estimate for the across RF patterns condition. There was a significant main effect of model type, F(3, 30) ¼ 4.92, p ¼ 0.007, g 2 p ¼ 0.33, and pair-wise comparisons indicated there was a significant difference between the slopes of the SDT 9 and SDT 360 probability summation estimates (p , 0.05), but the observer slopes were not significantly different from any of the probability summation estimates from HTT or SDT (ps . 0.05).
Discussion
The purpose of the current paper was to examine the assertion that integration results reflect only local processing. This was done by distributing cycles of modulation either across multiple contours or around a single contour. The results demonstrate that, in our study, integration of information within a single RF pattern is significantly stronger than across RF patterns. There appeared to be no preference for the spatial location of the RF pattern as there was no consistent increased sensitivity in the lower visual field (a result differing from that of Schmidtmann, Logan, Kennedy, Gordon, & Loffler, 2015 , which is discussed below). Comparison of observed thresholds and those predicted by probability summation using both HTT and SDT showed strong evidence for the global processing within RF patterns but no evidence of global processing across RF patterns.
As originally noted by Loffler et al. (2003) , when introducing the method of changing number of cycles for a given RF number, the use of fixed-phase RF patterns could potentially lead to localized attention with the observer concentrating on a fraction of the contour and disregarding global aspects. Dickinson et al. (2012) demonstrated that this can change the results substantially, and we believe this explains the difference between the current results and those of Baldwin et al. (2016) . Our use of random-phase stimuli, coupled with uncertainty about whether the cycle(s) of modulation would appear on one pattern or distributed across them (within and across), meant the observer was unable to anticipate the location(s) of deformation. This required them to monitor the entire contour of each of the RF patterns and resulted in strong integration of information within discrete RF patterns but not across them. Baldwin et al. (2016) used fixed-phase stimuli, potentially introducing a highly salient local cue that resulted in decreased thresholds, particularly for the more difficult patterns to detect (one and two cycles of modulation), which would result in a shallower slope and, therefore, reduce the estimated strength of integration. The interleaving of conditions (one, two, three, and four cycles) in their study did not introduce enough spatial uncertainty as information could only appear in one of four possible locations. Therefore, observers were not required to monitor the whole pattern and were still able to use a local processing strategy.
Another potential explanation for the difference between the current results and those of Baldwin et al. (2016) is their 300-ms presentation time compared with the 160 ms of the current study. The increased duration in Baldwin et al. allows the observer to make a saccade during presentation. This, again, allows the observer to utilize different strategies, potentially moving the focal point to different parts of the contour in an attempt to get more information.
Within the pattern of results obtained by Baldwin et al. (2016) , there is evidence for a difference in the processing of the single-RF condition compared with the quad-RF condition. They found a difference in thresholds at one cycle of modulation for the interleaved and blocked presentations of the quad-RF condition (see figure 6 of Baldwin et al., 2016) . This difference decreased with more cycles of modulation until they converged at four cycles of modulation. This pattern of results is consistent with that described in Kingdom et al. (2015) for probability summation when using a fixed attention and matched attention window. This suggests the observer monitoring one location as there is no improvement in thresholds within the blocked condition when more cycles are added.
For the single-RF condition, the thresholds were the same at one cycle of modulation for the interleaved and blocked presentations, but they diverged with increasing cycles of modulation (Baldwin et al., 2016) . This pattern of results cannot be explained using a probability summation model. At one cycle of modulation, probability summation would predict that the spatial uncertainty created by the interleaved presentation would result in higher observer thresholds than for the blocked presentation (this is what is evident from their quad condition). The thresholds for the interleaved condition start at the same threshold for one cycle of modulation and then decrease faster than for the blocked condition. This means the performance for the interleaved condition (in which the observer does not know the location of deformation) is better than for the blocked condition (in which the observer knows exactly where deformation will occur). No probability summation model can explain this result as they necessarily predict the interleaved presentation could never achieve thresholds less than the blocked presentation (Kingdom et al., 2015) .
Therefore, for the interleaved presentation of the single-RF condition to have a higher sensitivity than the blocked presentation (Baldwin et al., 2016) , there must have been integration of information around the contour. For the blocked presentation, the observers were able to monitor a single location, which could explain the lack of change in thresholds found. The spatial uncertainty created by the interleaved presentation of the single-RF condition likely caused the observer to monitor all four locations at which deformation could occur. This enabled the integration of information from the other locations, resulting in a decreased threshold relative to those found for their blocked presentation; however, this integration was not enough to reject probability summation estimates as observers could still narrow down where the deformation would occur (one of four possible locations). This created a local cue that interacted with the global cue to reduce the integration slope (see Green et al., 2017 , in which they demonstrate the effect of fixed phase on integration slopes of an RF3). Habak, Wilkinson, Zakher, and Wilson (2004) used ''nested'' RF patterns to examine the interaction between patterns. In their study, they created stimuli consisting of an RF pattern (target) with a suprathreshold RF pattern inner ring or outer ring or both. They were looking at the masking effect (decrease in sensitivity to the target) produced by the suprathreshold masking patterns. Among their results, they found that the interaction between patterns had little to no effect outside of approximately 18. The current study had RF patterns of 18 radius, 38 from the central fixation point, and spaced with a subtended polar angle of 1208. This resulted in the contours being approximately 0.88 apart at their closest point. This separation would suggest the RF patterns should have been able to interact with each other, so this is not a likely explanation for the lack of integration found between patterns (i.e., being on separate contours matters).
Observer slopes were compared with probability summation estimates from both HTT and SDT. Baldwin et al. (2016) examined ROC curves for both of their conditions. They found evidence to suggest that HTT is not appropriate for the analysis of RF patterns as the straight line fit to the ROC predicted by HTT was significantly worse than the curved fit predicted by SDT. Therefore, we did not include HTT as a competing model, but rather to connect previous research with current theory. The current results show HTT to provide a more conservative estimate than the high number of channels (360) SDT estimate, which is consistent with Green et al. (2017) . This was replicated across all conditions and supports the suggestion of Green et al. (2017) that the previous studies finding evidence of global processing using HTT probability summation estimates would likely have reached the same conclusions using probability summation estimates modeled using SDT.
As outlined in the Methods section, we used two estimates of probability summation from SDT, one with nine channels (an overly conservative estimate but following the one channel per cycle used by Baldwin et al., 2016) and the other with 360 channels (a more appropriate estimate for random-phase patterns).
Statistical analysis supports what is readily apparent from Figure 5 , that observers' slopes for locations A, B, and C are significantly steeper than all probability summation estimates from both HTT and SDT, and the across RF patterns condition was not significantly steeper than any probability summation estimates. As can be seen in Figure 5 , increasing the number of channels decreases the probability summation slope. Some researchers may argue that 360 channels is too many; however, we were able to reject probability summation at nine channels (which is certainly too low for three random-phase RF patterns) and, therefore, would be able to reject it at any number greater than nine.
Our results highlight not only the importance of using random-phase RF patterns, but also an appropriate number of channels when calculating probability summation estimates. Baldwin et al. (2016) used fixedphase RF patterns in their experiment, so using the RF number for the number of channels was correct (i.e., number of channels was equal to four although this assumes the participant is monitoring all four channels rather than monitoring a single channel); however, this severely limits the sensitivity of the test for global integration, and what we have shown is this approach should not be taken for random-phase patterns. Random-phase patterns have spatial uncertainty in the location of deformation, and using the RF number for the number of channels will produce probability summation estimates, which are too conservative.
It was suggested by Baldwin et al. (2016) that RF3 patterns may be a special case in which integration occurs, and this might not occur for higher frequency RF patterns (i.e., RF4 and above). They cite the steep integration slopes (of the RF3) as evidence of their difference to other low-frequency RF patterns; however, this is unsurprising as it has been noted that the integration slopes for RF patterns decrease with increasing RF number (Loffler et al., 2003) , so an RF3 would be expected to have steeper integration slopes than patterns with higher RF numbers (also see Green et al., in press ). Dickinson et al. (2012) suggested that the difference in thresholds for differing RF patterns is actually a result of the use of amplitude of modulation rather than gradient at zero crossing as the measurement of threshold (see figure 7 of Dickinson et al., 2012) . When they replotted results for three participants for an RF2, RF3, RF4, and RF6 using gradient at the zero crossing as a function of number of cycles of modulation, they found that thresholds across all four patterns were the same when they had the same number of cycles of modulation. This suggests that lowfrequency RF patterns are processed in the same manner, and an RF3 is not a special case to be considered separate from other low-frequency patterns.
Observers were instructed to focus on the fixation point, and as the presentation times were 160 ms, we are confident in the RF patterns being presented in the upper and lower visual fields. As we found no significant difference in thresholds at locations A, B, or C, our results are also contrary to those found by Schmidtmann et al. (2015) , who also used RF3s and found a lower field visual preference for RF patterns. In their study, they looked at thresholds for detection of straight lines, curves, and RF patterns. For straight lines and curves, they found no visual field preference (i.e., there was no difference in thresholds between the upper, lower, right, or left visual fields), but for RF patterns, they found a lower visual field advantage (i.e., thresholds for the lower visual field were significantly lower than for other areas). They note that previous studies have shown a lower visual field advantage for reaching and grasping (visuomotor) tasks (Danckert & Goodale, 2003; Previc, 1990; Rossit, McAdam, Mclean, Goodale, & Culham, 2013) , cite this as a reason for their investigation of these simple shapes and components, and suggest this increased sensitivity in the lower visual field may be a result of the fact that humans typically manipulate objects in the lower visual field.
However, the results of Schmidtmann et al. (2015) are not consistent with those of Rossit et al. (2013) as, although they did find a lower visual field preference when grasping for objects, this result was not found for passively viewed objects. The results of Rossit et al. are consistent with the idea that action and perceptual pathways are different (Goodale & Milner, 1991; Goodale & Milner, 1992; Milner & Goodale, 2008) and, therefore, may have differing visual field biases (Danckert & Goodale, 2003) . Additional evidence also comes from Wilkinson, Haque, Or, Gottlieb, and Wilson (2016) , who also find no difference in sensitivity to motion-defined RF patterns when presented in either the upper or lower visual field. Although these patterns are defined by motion, the pattern of results for changes in frequency, radius, and cycles of modulation are highly similar to static RF patterns. This suggests a similarity in the processing of these two stimuli, which is supported by the results of Tanaka and Yotsumoto (2016) , who found evidence that motion trajectories are being processed in the ventral visual stream (also see Green, Dickinson, & Badcock, 2018) . Thus, the preference for lower visual field when grasping may not be the explanation for the results found by Schmidtmann et al. (2015) , and it is clear that future research is required.
The results of the current study found evidence for the global processing within discrete RF patterns but not across them, suggesting it reflects the processing of object contours rather than the detection of replications of local features in an image. There was no evidence for any one of our eccentricity-matched locations resulting in greater sensitivity to deformation in shape. Our results are consistent with previous models of global shape processing of RF patterns (Poirier & Wilson, 2006) and biological data suggesting coding for the location of curvature maxima and minima relative to an object's center (Pasupathy & Connor, 2002) .
Keywords: shape perception, global processing, signal detection theory, RF patterns, probability summation Figure A1 . Individual observer thresholds for location A (red), B (blue), C (green), and across (black). The same pattern of results is apparent across observers with thresholds for across RF patterns higher than within RF patterns.
